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Glossary

The words on this hst are used in this booklet. Please reiew the terms and learn the definitions. The meanings of the
words as used in the text may not be the form of the word with which you are familiar.

Words/Terms

1. Authoritative With Npropriate power to influence
2. Behavior The manner of conducting oneself
3. Behavior ontrating Formal or.informal, written or verbal, agreements involving two or more persons con

taming specific components and designed to improve an apprentice's academic or social behavior
4. Class meetings A preventne approach to behzior management which emphasizes trainee imuIvement in the

related subjects instructional program. There are three types of class meetings. social problem solving,
open-ended, and educational-diagnostic

5. Distract To turn aside or draw one's attention away from.
6. Equitable Free from bias or advantage in any one direction

Lvetation Some anticipated behavior or happening, instructor expectation regarding trainee behavior may
be high or low; whichever, influences trainee behavior _

8 Hurdle h4) A technique designed to reduce potential behavior management problems by pro% iding on the.
spot assistance to a trainee who is becoming tense and frustrated with a task

9. Inappropriate Something that is not suitable or fitting
10. Infraction A violation or infringement of a rule
11. Legitimate In accord with acceptable practice
V. Model The instructor uses his or her behavior, attitude, and actions to provide the trainees ap example or

standard to emulate
.13. Permuted Release Allowing an Intensely frustrated or tense trainee.an opportunity to relax or cool,off through

indirect methods, -e.g., running an errand
14. Probability The chance that some giverrevent will happen
15. Proximity control Physical presence of thepstructor increases probability of on task trainee behavior
16. Scenario An outline or account of a'proposed course of action or events
1.7. Signal interfereme, A way of "catching" a trainee about to go off task, e.g., by raising a finger, that causes the

indivjdual to stop and think before acting
18. Transition Change or movement from one activity to another. Transition periods are normally associated with

higher probability fottehavior problems to occur



1. How To Use This Booklet

What Is The Series About?

Related subjects instructiOn is an essential part of every
apprenticeship program. It is the program component
through which apprentices are taught the background
theory and range 'of applications of associated technical
subjects such as mathematics, science and safety. Related
instruction usually takes place in a classroom, after the
regular work day is over Most frequently related instruction
is taught by a skilled tradesperson or craftworker. For the
tradesperson or craftworker to be an effective trainer, he or
she must not only know their trade skill, but also they must
use teaching skills appropriate for conveying that informa-
tion to apprentices This series of materials is written to
train related subjects instructors in the critical teaching
skills necessary to perform their jobs effectively The titles
of the booklets in the series are.

I Introduction to Related Subjects Instruction and
Instructor Training Materials
Planning the Apprenticeship Program

3. Planning Related Subjects Instruction
4 Developing Instructional Materials for Apprentices
5 Presenting Informatiori to Apprentices.
6 Directing Learning Activities for Instruction
7 Providing for Individual Learner Needs
8 Controlling Instructional Settings
9. Evalu ing Apprentice Performance

10. Corn unicating ,With Apprentices

The first booklet introduces the series, describes the
content uf each booklet, and proNides an overview of
apprenticeship and of adult learners The second booklet
describes how to plan an apprenticeship program and may
be used by related instructors, sponsors or service agencies.
Lich of the other eight booklets deals with a set of training
skills judged by a panel of experts in apprenticeship to be
critical to working effettively as a related subjects instructor.

What Is This Booklet About?.:

In your experience as a related instructor, journeyman or
apprentice, how many times can you recall a related subjects
class being disrupted? Perhaps the disruption occurred
because an apprentice did nut know or did not follow the
rules. Perhapsthe disruption occurred becose an outside,
of-dass argument between two apprAtices carried over

into the classroom. Whatever the cause, the results of class
disruption are loss of valuable claSs time and decreased
learning efficiency.

The materials in this booklet are about preventing and
dealing with classroom disruptions. The idea is that, as an
instructor, you can encourage effective learning by manag-
ing apprentice behavior, directing actiyity, and orchestrating
discussion. These actions on your part establish continuity
of activity and clear expectations for apprentice behavior.

This booklet is about two of the most important skills
you will uSe to control instructional settings. The skills are
to:

I Establish and explain expectations and rules for
behavior and maintain control in. an atmosphere
conducive to learning; and

2. Handle disruptive beha or and conflict actively and
appropriately.

What Must I D4 To Complete
My Work On Fhis Booklet?

Working your 17day throue this booklet will require you
to read the text, to answerlhe questions, to perform the
exercises, and to complete the pre- and post-assessment
instruments. Expect to spend about two hours working
through the materials. The Only resources you need to
complete your work in this booklet are (1) a copy of the
booklet; (2) a pencil or pea; (3) about two hours of time;
and (4) recollection of past relate6 instruction experiences.

The materials are written in a instructional, program-
med format. You may work through the text, examples and
questions at your own pace and leisure, you need ntit
complete your work in the'booklet in one sitting. .

Each chapter in the booklet is devoted to a single skill.
The general format uf the chapters is similar, with the
following parts:

1. An introduction describing the skill and the instruc-
tional objectives for that skill.

2. What is, when and why to use the skill.
3. Step-by step'direetions for how to perform the skill.
4. An example of how the skill is used in related

instruction.
5. A self test exercise to apply the information about the

skill.
6. Additional sources of information
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Each booklet concludes with an appendix that contains the
answers to the self test exercises from each chapter and the
posttest. -

Your activities in working through this booket should
include, in order, the folloWing things:

Coinplete the self-assessment in the next section;
Read' and consider in detail 'the introduction and
objectives for each skill;
Read and study the text, examples and illustrations
provided for each skill;
Complete the self test exercises for each chapter and
compare your answers with those provide in the
appendix;
If you complete the exercises as directed, continue
y our work in the booklet. If you fall tu answer the
quealons correctly, repeat your work in the chapter
under t:onsideration; and
At the conclusion uf the booklet, complete the post
test for the Unit. Check your answers against those

provided. If you exceed the criteria, continue your
work in the next booldet, if you fi3il to demonstrate
mastery, repeat portions of this booklet aspeeded

How Much-po,I Know About
The Subject Before Begin?

The self assessment will assist you .to focus on com-
petency areas associated with controlling classroom settings.
Read each statement and decide how you assess your level
of knowledge about and your level of skill in performing
that task. Knowledge means what you know about the
subject while skill means yOur experience in successfully
performing the task. Circle the number that best describes
your level of knowlecige_and skill. Competencies where
your ratings are poor or 11111e those that you should
concentrate on. Pay particular attention to the chapters
whiclideal with those competencies.

Figure 1. Self-Assessment

Chapter in Booldet Competencies

Rating \
Poor Fair Good Excellent

2. SKILL Establish and
exPlain expectations
and rules for behavior
and maintain control
in atmosphere
conductive to learning

1. Establish rules and
expectations for behavior ,

in the instructional setting.

2. Develop and present a
reasonable list of
behavioral expectations
and rules.

3. create a productive
learning routine.

4: Establish a forum for
expression of feelings.

3. SKILL Handle
disruptive behavior
and conflict actively
and appropriately

5. Control defiant learner
behavior.

6. Establish a ,procedure fOr
diSmissal of apprentices,

7. Identify and use a variety of
responses for 'dealing with
inappropriate behavior.

Knowledge 1 2 3 4

Skill 1 2 3 4

Knowledge 1 2 3 4

Skill 1 2 3 4

Knowledge 2 3 4

Skill 2 3 4 I,

Knowledge 1 2 3 4

Skill' 1 2 3 4

Knowledge 1 2 3 4

Skill 2 \ 3 4

Knowledge , 2 ' 3 4

Skill 2 3 4

.
Knowledge 2 3 4

Skill 2 3 4



2. Skill: Establish And Explain Expectations And
Rules For Behavior And Maintain Control
In An Atmosphere Conducive to L6Irning

Introduction And bbjectives

In order for apprentices to learn effeCtively in the related
subjects program, you as the instructor must establish and
explain expected and required standards for' behavior.
Further, yoU must enforce and reinforce behavior in a way
that creates and maintains an environment that supports
learning. Acceptable and predictable behavior by appren-
tices is basic to their success on the job; it is an appr.opnate
concern in related subjects. However, establishing and
maintaining successful learning environments is not a
simple or quick process, not even when the learners are
adults who are learning materials that are critical to their
job success.

Your success in establishing effective apprentice behavior
depends on your knowledge of good management seat-
egies and your ability to employ these tactics at appropriate
times. This chapter is about useful management strategies.
When you complete your work in the chapter, you will
_demonstrate your competence in this skill by being able to:

1. Suggest steps or procedures useful tu establishing and
maintaining an atmosphere conducive to learning;

2. Distinguish between procedures and situations that
are effective and ineffective as ways to establish and
maintain control in an atmosphere conducive to
learning; and

3. Suggest'appropriate remedies for controlling situa-
tions in the related subjects experience.

When And Why To Use This Skill

There are great differenCes among apprentices in any
given related subjects instruction .class. Individual appren-
tices differ in terms of value systems, customs, traditions,
backgrouhds, existing knowledge, familiarity with work,

/and success in learning related activities. As a result, you as
the instructor musL/expeGt that the apprentices in your
charge will hold widely differing opinfons abuut what con
stitutes appropriate behavior in related subjects settings.
Further, you must not assume that, either because,they are
adults or beecause they are engaged in a voluntary training

process that is designed to teach the job skills and know-
ledges necessary for success in a choosen occupation,
appfentices will behave alike or will behave intuitively in
the ways that you desire. Instead, you must establish the
rules and set the expectations for their behavior. Further,,
remember that for many trainees, apprenticeship is their
first real work experience. Your rules and expectations
should approximate behavioral requirements on the job. In
some instances your class will be the first time that some of
these ideas will be explained to apprentices in plain
'English.

You must establish and explain your rules and expecta.
tions to apprentices at the outset of the related subjects
experience. Also, you must repeat' the rules, reinforce
appropriate behavior and correct inappropriate behavior
throughout the related subjects experience:This is especially
important as new apprentices enter your class or as inap .
propriate behavior occurs. Remember that inappropriate
behavior does injurrto the entire group by distracting
apprentices from their assigned tasks and by detracting
from the respect and authority apprentices hold for you as
their instructor.

How To Use The Skill

Establishing and explaining standards for behavior and
maintaining control in a positive leasing atmosphere is
simplified by following a set of procedures or steps as
outlined in the following discussion. Remember, you are
concerned with behavior because you want to optimize
approPriate learning and because you want to Instill and
reinforce appropriate work attitudes and values.

Step 1: Determine the Type and Limits of Behavior You
Desire

Decide un the type and limits of behavior that you want(
and will a1low in related instruciion. Your work experience,
yuur previous related subjects experience, your under
standing uf the type uf setting in which learning can occur,
and suggestions ur requirements offered by the sponsor
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and by apprentice trainees will help you tu deude on the
types of apprentice behavior yuu want to encourage as well
as things you will not permit. Attend especially to work

. attitudes that can be emphasized in the' related subjects
experience. For example, you may want to establish a rule
that encourages punctuality such as: "Apprentices will be at
their appropriate place in class within one minute uf the
scheduled time.- Likewise you may want to encourage
apprentices tu spend a certain amount of time on task
befure taking a break. You could do this by establishing the
expectation that each apPrentice will work on his,her
learning assignment in forty five minute segments without

Anterruption or breakbefore stopping. You also may wish
to attend to other occurrences on the job, such as resolution
of conflict, following directions and talking with a super-
visor. Any item that has to do with stability on the job or in
related subjects instruction is a legitimate concern. Work
through the following list of concerns as you think about
rules and behaviors. Consider each item in the context of
the statement: What do I want typical apprentice behavior
to be in regard to:

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.
f.

g
h,

j.

anger; -

movement;
dress;
speaking;
conflict;
situations where no rule exists;
property;
response to niy directions;
time use; and
equipment use?

While this is not a complete or exClusive list, it should help
you with your thinking.

In establishing expectations, it is important to remember
that our expectations often become "self-fulfulling prophe-
cies". Instructor expectations of student behavior influence
that behavior, as well as instructors' perceptions and inter
pretations of it. For this reason, it is important to develop
high expectations.

Your expectations for student behavior in the related
instruction setting should be equivalent to the highest
standards acceptable to business and industry. Setting high
expectations can be a motivational factor. It communicates
a sense of trust, a feeling on the part of you the instructor
that apprentices are adults and are expected to act with an
adult's levels of social maturity.

To be sure, you cannot "fake" your expectations. You
may state your expectations as high, but if they are actually
low it won't take long for your apprentice trainees to pick
this up. Generally, low expectations are related to lack of
trust. Examine your expectations carefully and be sure they

are consistent with yuur real feelings and beliefs Be ready
tu reevaluate your expectations if they appear to be too
low.

Step 2: Write Out Rules

Write Out the specific types and limits of behavior that
you want to encourage or prevent as a set of rules for the
related subjects experience. By comining the ideas to
wnting, you establish a set of rules that are easily given to
and remembered by apprentices. As you write the iterni,
keep in mind several general suggestions that Willpelp you
in your overall instructional effort.

a. Establish rules onbi for the main points of concern.
Avoid relatively less important or unimportant be-
havior in order to emphasize the things that are truly
critical.

b. Keep the number of rules to a minimum. This will
help you in your efforts to emphasize certain items.
This also will keep the number of items to discuss
and enforce to a manageable number and will not
convey an image of being overly rule conscious. A
good ruleof thumb is to develop no more than 5 to 9
rules; more than a dozen may be excessive.

c. -Avoid stating rules in negative terms; rather, where
possibleAstate the rule in a form that illustrates an
example of appropriate behavior. Too often rules
stated entirely in negative terms tend to focus atten
diOn only on the inappropriate behavior rather than
the actual behaviors that are desired.

These suggestions are easy to apply. For example, the
following pairs of rules illustrate restatement of rules in
positive language that indicates the appropriate behavior.

Negative Don't blame someone else for your mistakes.
POsitive Accept responsibility for your own mistakes.

Negative: Do not be late in completing assignment
work

Positive Finish and turnin assigned work on-time.

Step 3: Compile and Present the Rules List

After writing out the rules for behavior, compile the
items irito a list that you can post and distribute to each
apprentice. Discuss the list with all apprentices early in the
related subjects experience. Also, where appropriate, in-
clude some of the rules in the performance objectives for
the related subjects instructional term.

You' will find that bY presenting the infmmation when
instruction begins, you can be certain that evone is
aware of the rules from the beginning Further, by present



mg the rules and expectations at the outset of the related
subjects experience you demonstrate two very important
things to the apprentices in your charge. (a) 'you demon-
strate thatyou are prepared and organized for the training
.expenence and ( b) you establish a measure of control and
a uthority.

Distributing a copy of the list to each apprentice Permits
quick reference to the rules at future dates. It also will help
you to indoctrinate new apprentices into related instruction
both through reference to the list and because apprentices
already jn related subjects will be thoroughly familiar with
the rules You should refer to the list of rules from time to
time throughout the related subjects experience, not just
when someone behaves inappropriately.

Figure 2 illustrates a sample set of rules that are used, in
some related instruction programs. Note the emphasis on a
limited number of items as well as language that states the
rule in a positive manner.

Figure 2. Sample Set of Rules

1: Organize your work before beginning each day to make
the best use of time.

2. Complete your work on time, despite difficulties, even if
it means working overtime pr trying several different
approaches to get a job done

3. Accept responsibility for your own mistakes.

4. Demonstrate self-control in stressful situations.

5 Come to work (class) on time and work without
-.-

interruption.

6. Follow directions from your supervisor willingly.

7. Ask questions when you do not know or do not
understand something .

Step 4: Enforce Rules in Consistent, Equitable Manner

Provide fair, consistent and equitable treatment of ap-
prentices in your. charge. This may be the single most
important thing you can do as an apprentice instructor
because it establishes the legitimacy of your rules and your
authority. The process is fairly simple if:

a. you have developed your rules carefully soahat you
note and emphasize the Most critical behaviors,

b. you focus your enforcement only on those written
rules;

c. you respond to infractions by every apprentice ,in a
consistent manner;and

Establish Rules and Routines 5

d. you ,CIO not hold apprentices respongible for things
they'have not been told.

By conducting yourself in this way, you will be perceived
as behaving in a fair and equitable fashfon: Remember that
apprentices, or any grOup of persons in a position of less
authority, are keenly aware of even slight variations in
treatment of individuals in their group. Perhaps even more
important, if the.rules are.consistently stated and enforced,
then apPrentices will come to realize that any difficulties_
that theyexperience in related instruction because of rule-
infraction's result from their having earned the consequen-
ces of their own behavior rather than having suffered an-
arbitrary decision by all instructor. The idea that one earns
the rewards Of his or her actions is fundamental to develop-
ing pride in one's craft. .

Here are a few rules of thumb to keep in mind for obtain-
ing compliance with the rules and enforcing behavioral
expectations.

1. Be positive and constructive in reprimanding a trainee
for not following a rule. Make sure you state what it is
you want the trainee to stop doing and indicate what
you- want the trainee-to do.

2. Consider using a variety of consequences for behavior
(rewards and punishments), but include only those
you are comfortable with.

3. Intervene quickly and consistently.
4. Make sure that the punishment fits the crime and the

reward the accomplishment.
5. Be willing to compromise, particularly when actions

on your part may have contributed to the problem.
6. Continually evaluate your rules, expectations and

management techniques and make changes when
necessary.

Step 5: Establish Productive Work Routine

Organize your related studies instruction program so that
you establish a predictable and productive work routine.
This means that you work and require apprentices to work.
Also, it means that you make smooth transitions between
activities, demonstrations, lessons and other activities. Con-
tinuity and establishing expectations that the related sub-
jects instructional time period will be used in active and
constructive ways are the keys. You can establish and main-
tain continuity in a number of ways.' For example, if you
are working with a group Of apprentices and need to shift
activities, announce your plans and intentions well in

,

*Methods of establishing and maintaining continuity are
discussed more completely in Directing Learning Activities
for Instruction, Module #6 of this series

i 0
,

,
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advance of the actual Lhange Another technique you migkit
consider invokes posting a schedule of activities' for claSs
meetings, 13. 'Lek, b) *nth or 13) term Alsc.?, a% old saua
nuns or activitieg that arZdisruptive to productive learning
and that tend to Interfere with an established routine The
situations to avoid include:

a losing sight of them= points you wanted to make
and getting side-tracked,

b interrupting successful le2rning with i
comments,

c leaving a subject of interest ;Or importance dangling
while attending to other:math, and

d flip-flopping ideas by leaving the current learning
situauon to return to a learning situation that sup-
posedly had been completed.

Other factors that )ou must consider in making smooth
transitions include avoiding fragmentation and boredom
and injecting variety into the related subjects experience

The establishment of a productive routine has a number
of advantages. It makes your performance easier while, at
the same time, it. increases the probability of apprentice
learning. It ',also helps you to earn the respect of The
apprentices in your charge by demonstrating that you have
done your background work to prepare for the class; it
conveysthe sense that you consider related subjects instruc
tion to be important and that you expect them to do so,
too.

114.1-r-

.Ctep 6: Establish a Forum for Expressions of Concern and
Feelingt

Just because the learners involved in apprenticeship are
adults, do not ignore the legitimate need trainees may have
for expressing theirfeelings and concerns about the related
subjects experience If there is a legitimate complaint or
concern, you need to know about it. This does not mean
that you should encourage regular complaints or should
give more attention to the way trainees feel about learning
rather than to what they arelearning. However, it does
mean that you should establish some regular, uhcompli
cated procedure through which apprentices can respond to
related Instruction and <ipprenticeship in general. Some
techniques that serve this purpose include. regular indivi
dual conferences in coniunction with evaluation, a twenty
to thirty minute dam meeting that is especially structured
for this purpose, and just being available before or after
related subjects meetings on a regular basis so apprentices
can seek you out

Whatever technique you choose, remember these four
rules. First, make apprentices aware of the opportunity,
even if no one uses a. Second, if andWhen someone voices

a c,omplaint,, be sure that you deal with that complaint, but
it the appropriate time. Your feelings about the apprentice's
concern must notaffect your interaction with the apprentice '
cktio expressed the corNeni. Third, du nclt necessanly accept
as valid iconcern 'voiced by only one apprentice, if you do
not agree with rile perception shared by the apprentice,
gather other opinions. Fourth, if the opinion shared with
you by the apprentke is valid, work to resolve the concern
or complaint.

The three suggested techniques which you can employ
to deal with trainees concerns andxfpeelings are individual
-evaluation conferences, class meetings, and informal corn-

..

munication or counseling. Two of these techniques, con-
ferences and counseling, have been 'desaibed in detail
elsewhere in this module series. Class meetings will be
described here so that you can use this strategy im;your
program. The major purpose of class meetings istO get the
trainee invoked in the related, subjects' instructional pro
gram. From the standpoint of behavior Management, it is a
sound preventative approach. Involvement leads to commit-
ment, which is.a.key component of motivation. Motivated
students rarely Aesent behavior management problems in
the classroom. There are three types of classroom meetings
which will be described: (1) socialproblem-solving; (2)
open-ended; and (3) educational- diagnostic.

Social-Problem-Solving Meeting

The primary-concern of the social-problem-solving meet-
ing is the social behavior of the trainees in the program. In
this meeting, attempts are made to solve the indivrdual and
group educational problems of the class. You might think
that this is a little. "micky mouse" for your trainees who,
after all, areadults. This is not so. Especially not so if you
remember to keep your expectations reasonably high, and
prov ide through class meetirigs the opportunity for real
involvement. As adults, your trainees will, appreciate the
responsibility you give them for their learning and behavior.
The extent to which people feel they have control of their
own destiny the better achievers they are. Your group of
trainees may have a number of social behavior problems,
some of which may call for discipline, and some not. The
social problem solving meeting can help trainees learn
better ways. Further, this shared, groUp approach to prob
lem solving can help your tr?ines develop problem
solving skills which they can use, anAtrobably wilk5se, on
the job both now and in the futukYTypes of problems
which may be discussed in these meetings include tardi
ness, absenteeism, failure to complete assignments, distrac-
tions and disruptions duringdass time, care of equipment
and instructional materials, trainee St,3efs;iial relation

k

shipS and problems on-the-job.

ft%
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The process, of social problem solving nwetTgs should aril don't give up. Because our education and trighing
mote from exposure and disLussion of the problem to **Pr have emphal3A rned factual leaing over thinking,
dev elopment and agreement on a. solutittrr-iid Lommit . yo=nees may need some time before they Lan begin to
ment to actum. In the social problem solving meeting, theit- *think easily in such A open ended manner.

I

".-f- 4 : . .
instructor's role is to guide the Arotiris' discussion, making .,-;1a, ., ,,.... ,- ,
sure the gFoup focuses on the peoblem. At-the same time, ::-;-* . .....

you should not make judgmenteNyciu must encourage the EthicationaliDiagnostieMeeting
apprentices to.

7

1 define and ,disL. uss the pr4e.fo' "prPblem behavior,
2examine and °make a kfluo ipLigment, about what

they're doing about itr
3 determine what they Lo4ddpthat would be better

that is, comes up with a PlOd
4 get a Lymmitment from the group to carry out the

plan or solution.
;

Open Ended Meeting

Jzi the open-ended meeting, trainees may discuss Elues.:
tions related to the curriculutn of the related instructicirl
program This differs froth Ordinary class discussion in that

'you are not looking for factual Information, but your intent
is to stimulate the trainees to think and to relate what they
know to the sUbject being discussed. The major purpose'Of
this type of meeçing is to increase the trainee's perceived
relevance of the related subjects instruction. The more
relevant the curri lum seems to be, the more involved the
trainees will bee me in it Involvement and perceived
relevance increas motivation whier /educes behavior
management prob ems. This is why'classineetings such as

,
the opekended e are a major preventfte approach in
behavidierporygem nt. .

I. .4

The initial,questi n used to start an open:ended meeting
may come fro m. y u the instructor 'xirjhe trainees. It is

important that..t*'i itial question be aegood one, one that
will stimulate thinki g on the part of the trainees. It-should
provide-for the d elopment of a Aiscussion througi;
follow up and associated questions. &nerally, the more
specific questions stimulate the Most discussion. Here arc
two examples:

_ /
1. What kinds of things &you do to initiate and-Maintain

a good relationship with your immediatesupervisor?
2. \Mut do you think the job requirements are going to

be. for a person, in your occupation five years from
now; how much. education 'Would you need; what

5"'s- skills or knowledge would you need to have that
would be 'new; what skills would you no longer haver
to have and; will machines be doing some of the
work you dO"Futy?

4 w f4,
you mayAnd if difficult at firgt conducting open ended

class rneetitigs, and swill your trainees. Don't be s rised

The third type of classrobin meeting, the educational-
,

diagnogtN, is always directly related to what the trainees are
studying It provides a way that you the instructor Lan get a
quick evaluatiOn of whether or not your teaching has been
effective. These meetings should nut be used to determine
grad,es or evaluate the trainees. They should only be used
to find out what students know and what they don't"know.
The questions you raise in thiS type of meeting should" be
oriented toward appreciation of the material you've recently
covered.

The three types of classrooth meetings increase trainee
involvement in the instructional process The meetings
prove to be interesting to both instructors and trainees. They
help the trainee see the relevance of the related subjects
curnculum- and bridge the gap that often exists between
education and work. Trainees become motivated when-they
see that,What they are learning does have applicability to
real lifeiituations. The meetings also provide an oppor-
tunity4o develop' and demonstrate responsible adult be-_
havior, for example, sharing opiniOns within a group, that
improve the Jainces' confidence. Without doubt,_ class
meetingsrn RAtilfse -described here can add much to
your appierkemht related instruction program. The class
meeting iArirtffective strategy, for. prevention of behAor
management problems througliVerceived relevancy and
involvement.

Procedures,required to initiate and maintain class meet-
ings include the following: .

I. Class meetings shbuld be
2. Meetings should be held

iyeek being the minimum.
3. The preferred seating arrangement igiesircle, with

the instructor sitting in a different spo6W2eh meeting.
4. Subjects for open-ended discussions may be intro-

duced by the instructor or by trainees in the class.
5. Social-problem-solving meetings should not be al-

lowed, to become repetitiVe, discussing the sFne
prdblems or persons over and over agaim

6. Make sure everybody has a chance to speak when
tbey have something to say. Encourage trainees to
politely wait for an opportunity to talk.

7. Model respect for the trainees' eXpressions of Per
sonal feelings and 'opinions.

e20 to 30 minutoliP
regular basis, Oille a
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Example

Miranda Mireau is .a related subjects instructor in a
LJATC sponspred apprenticeship program in the building
trades. All related instruction for LJATC's in the county is
offered through the community college, where Mireau
works. Further, all related instruction contributes toward
the apprentice earning anassdciare of arts degree from the
college. Related instruction therefore, is organized in class
units of apprentices who meet regularlyFurther, all first-
year apNotices,are in the same group; the same situation
holds-for seebnd , third- and fourth year apprentices. This
also means that all first-year apprentices, regardless of their
trade or craft, attend the same related subjects instructional
class Further, it means that there are great differences
within the group uf first-year apprentices in terms of prior
schooling, work expenences, and ability. More important,
Mireau knew from experiences conveyed to her by others

,who had been related subjects instructors in the program in
past years that the diversity often gave nse to some beluvior
problems because the apprentices shared relatively few
expectations for what related instruction was all about.

Mireau was a' successful local carpenter who had com-
pleted her apprenticeship in the armetT selvices. She was
aware of typical behavior among construction workers and
apprentices, and as a general contractor in.the town, had a.
thorough knowledge of the construction business. She
decided that the Ice3' to behavior in related instruction was
to prevent urcumstances that might cause problems. There
fore Mireau followed a step-wise procedure much like that
outlined in this unit of materials. First, she thought' about
her trade as well as the related subjects class and decided
what behaviors she wanted to prevent and what behaviors
she wanted to encourage. From an original list of about
twenty concerns, she selected eight critical behaviors and
wrote one rule to govern behavior about each. She was
careful to state 8 many ofithe rules as possible in positive
rather than negative terms. She formalized the rules into a
typed.list that she distributed to each apprentice at the first
class meeting. As she distributed the list, Mireau discussed
mild answered questions about each rule in order to ensure

' that everyone understood every'rule. She also related what
she anticipated the consequences for infractions would be.
The rules that Mireau developed were:

1. All apprentices will be at their learning stations within
two minutes of the btginning of class time.

2. All apprentices will take breaks during related subjects
instruction activities no more frequently than every
forty-five miriutes.

3. Apprentices will work on learning activities and tests
individually unless otherwise directed.,

4. Apprentices will remain in the instrUctional area con

.1%

tinuously throughout the related subjects instruction
period.

5. Swearing or boistenous disCussions will not be
tolerated.

6. If conflict erupts between individual apprentices, it
will be settled outside the related subjects class time
and area..

7. late assignments will be 'excused only .one time
during each term.

8. Only ope absence from class will be excused.

In addition to fifties, Mireau established two other
mechahisms to help establish productive ruutiks Fits(
she established a nights class schedule for each group of
apprentices in the (Jas.< The schedules included assignt,
rnents, exercises, break times, and so forth for cmtpenters,
brickmasonN roofers, glaziers, plumbers and electricians
Second, she established a schedule ot meetings at tbe end'
of the class session throughout the term for groubs of
apprentices (by trade) to voice their feelings ahd concerns
about the related subjects experience. Having taken these
steps, Mireau proceeded confidently i1 her teaching res
ponsibilities.

- Additional Information
-

For general information about the control and manage-
ment of students, refer to the following.
W. J. Gnagey. Maintaining Discipline In Classroom Instruc

tion. New York: Ma-cmillan, 1975.
P. S. Mamchak and S. R Mamchak. The Neu Psycholoa Of

Clo.as.sroom Discipline and Corirrol WestiNyack, NY. Parker

Publishing Co., 1981. More information on the three
types of class meetings can be found in. W. Glasser.
Schools Without Pallure. Ney, York. Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1969.

Self-Test Exercises

Please answer the following questions based upon the
material s ypu have just read. Check your answers with thqse
provided in the Appendix

1. List the steps or procedures suggested as means to
prevent class disruption.

471

1

2

3

4. tt

5
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2. Consider your trade or Lraft and your related subjects
in ructional satiation. Develop a list of rules or

ncems for your instructional setting.

3. Enforcing rules in a fair and consistent manner is an
important aspect of behavior management. There are
serveral "rules'of thumb" one should follow. Review
the list below and place a check beside the ones

you think are appropnate. Place an "X" beside
those which you think do not apply.

_ a Once you set your rulg and decide on your
teclilli'ques for enforcing them, don't change
them for anything. Eventually, everybody
will come around to them.

b Intervene quickly and consistently.

c In reprimanding a trainee for not followin
a>rale, you should also indicate what the 1

appropriate behavior is or what the trainee
should do.

Establish Rules and Routines

c. The instructor did not believe in rules and created
them only as the situation caused them to be
necessary. His related subjects class was open-
entry, open-exit with a new apprentice joining the
classabout once a month. Appropriate or inappro-
priate? Why? (-.1gzgi

5. Three types of class.meetings may be used as part of
the preventative approaCh to behavior management
problems. They include the (1) social-problem-
solsing, (2) open-ended, and (3) educationaldiag
nostic. What are the major purposes for each of these
typq of meetings?'

1

1

d Make sure the punishment fits the cnme
and the reward the accomplishment

e Don't ever compromise, even when softie-
thing you've done has contributed to the
problem.

4 Read each, of the following scenarios and indicate in
the provided space the appropriate and/our inapprO-
priate behaviors of the apprentice instructor.

a. The instructor broke up* a fight between two
apprentices during a class break and reprimanded
both individual,. In stopping a different fight
several weeks earlier, he placed the instigator of
the fight on probation. Appropriate or inappro-
priate? Why?

b. The insuuctor interrupted his demonStration of
the use of a drill.press to remind apprentices that
time .sheets would be due at, the next related
subjects meeting. Appropriate or inappropriate?

6. Which of the following statements about class
meetings (i.e., social-problem-solving, openended,
and educationaidiagnostic) are true?
a e instructor should model respect for trainees'

expressions of personal filings and opinions.
True or False?

b. Class mee tings should be held at any time, when-
g, ever the need arises or a problem comes up. True

or False? . 1,4

c. In a class meetihg, the prepared seating arrange
ment is a circle, with the instructor sitting in a-
different spot each meeting. True or False? '

d. Class meeting's can be fairly lengthy, lasting several
hours if a real serious problem conies up. True or-
False?

e- Subjects or topics tor open-ended discussions may
be introduced by the instructor or by apprentices
in the related subjects class. True or False?



3. Skill: Han-C-11e Disruptive Behavior'And
Ccinflict Actively And Appropriately

Introduction And Objectives

Apprentices learn best whenthere is Jitt le disruption in .
clacs and when there is continuity across activities and
instruction. This enables -trainees to concen te on the
subject matter under consideration, to und rstand what
kinds of expected behaviors are required ofthem, and. to
establish a regular routine of productive w rk Usually
sometime during a related subjects term, Siou as an in-
structor will have to deal with some disturbance, conflict,
or problem in the instrtictional setting..,When that time
comes, yuu must have a number of techniques or pro-
cedures tu use as the situation warrants. This chapter is
about procedures you can use to keepbr to restore order.
When you have completed your work in this unit you will
demonstrate, your competence by'being able to:

1. Identify problems and potential problems in the
instructional setting;

2. List and discuss procedures that might be tIseful in
overcoming problem behavior; and

3. Suggest specific useful remedies for particular prob.
lem situations.

AS you read the materials, ny to remember behavior
prOblems you have experienced in related subjects instruc
tion. How were the problems resolved? Would other means
have been more or less successful?

When And Why to Use The SIdll

Control of the instructiOnal situation is critical to effective
learning. However, for your management strategies to work'
you must ensure that all apprentices know the rules, under
stand the need tu obey the rules, and reabze the con
sequences of rule infractions. This means that, as an
instructor, yuu must state yuur rules clearly and reference
them in an equitable, tonsistent, and precise fashion. You
must deal with misconduct and rule infractions, even if you
deude to du so in unconv entional ways. Further, you must
use instances uf misconduct as a learning situation for all
apprentices in yuur charge. The following discussion des-
cribes a series uf techniques ur approaches that yuu may
find helpful is control mechanisms when and if problems
occur. Unlike the procedures focused un prevention listed

int the previous chapter the techniques listed in this unit are
procedures you might use primarily to neutralize potential
problems ovp respond to cOnflict or inappropriate be
havior in the instructional setting. They are not listed as
steps, but lather as several distinct procedures. Remember
that the techniques can be used effectively in combination.

How To Use The Skill

As you address issues of potential and actual rnisC'onduct,
remember the following general ideas about your own
conduct: .

1. Respond to trainees in a friendly, firm and consistent
manner.

2. Keep a record of procedures or techniques that work,
as well as,the circumstantes surrounding their use for
future reference.

3. Make positive use of mistakesboth yours and those
of apprentices.

4: Keep your main goals in mind and do not be dis-
tracted by relatively meaningless occurences. .

3. Take advantage of points of strengtkamong trainees
as a way of relating to the apprentices and building
their confidence in theirown abilities.

'consider using the following techniques for dealing with
potential problems in the training setting:

Recognizing and Reducing
Potential Problems

Preventive techniques include structuring and organizing
the instructional getting so that problems do not get started
and techniques that deflate or reduce potential problem
situations. In 'the previous chapter, general strategies, ap-
proachesand techniques were descnbed . that could be
used to ensure a smoothly operating.behayiur management
program. In this chapter, more specific strategies are pre
semed that are also prevention oriented: but which are to
be used after you've noticed a potential problem emerging.
These procedures can effectively handle a potential prob-
lem ur une that is developing but has not reached a high



level k.if intensity. Remember that you tan use the different
techniques quite effectively in combination.

L Provide StructureMuch restlessness and dissatis-
faction about related subjects instruction can be
reduced by providing a more structured atmosphere
in which the expectations and responsibilities of all
parties involved are carefully expressed and dis-
cussed. By constructing and following time and
activity schedules,, distractions, disruptions and
potential disruptions are reduced. Be sure to follow
the proposed structure. Establish a steady, well-
organized pace for learning and a Productive routine
for work

2. Speak and Act AuthoritatibeUse short sentences
with emphasis on verbs when giving directions. Cite
evidence or examples IQ support points you want to
make Do not accuse, but rather state things as a
matter-Of-fact. (If you do not know something, say so
and demonstrate how'to find out). Be sure to use
your eyes, voice and body in giving direction,
instructions and commands. The appearance and'fact
of interest are effective means of enforcement.

3. *ModelBehave in a manner that demonstrates the
behavior you desire. This is termed modeling
behavior and is one of the mogi effective ways people
learn. You and older apprentices behave like journey-

_ workers and demand that apprentices dO so also. This
is particularly useful to teach rule; and informatir
such as use, care and storing of tools and equipment,
as well as desired attitudes and motivations.

4 Planned noringThis technique is useful when
you r the behavior is being used for its
"goack ue" and will likely stop if you ignore it.

5. Signal interferenceYou signal to a trainee who may
, be going off-task or who is just about to do something

out of order by waving a finger or making a slight
frown. This makes the individual stop and think
about possible consequences before they act.

6. Proximi01 controlJust as you slow down while
driving if a police car is following behind you or
traveling beside you on the road, trainees are more
likely to stay on-task if you are in their immediate
area. Be.sure to circulate, move about the room, and
stand in those areas where potential problems may
be developing.

7. Involvement in interest relationshipsEngaging a
trainee. in a discussion about a topic of interest helpS

.- to subvert boredom and increases motivation.
8. HumorSkillful and timely use of humor can be

helpful in diverting problems and in allowing a
trainee a face-saving out when there is tension
build-up.

Handle Disruptive BehaVior 1.1

9. Hurdle helpThis means providing on the spot
assistance to a trainee who. is becoming tense and
frustrated with a task, for example, trying to solve a
math problem.

10. Interpretation as interferenteYou can help a
trainee understand the meaning of a situation which
he or she has misinterpreted. Sometimes this may
involve misunderstanding something that you've
done as the instructor os something done by another
trainee.

11. Direct appealSometimes an honest appeal, "Hey,
I'm really tired. Let's cooperate!" is sufficient in
stopping problem hehavior, particularly when there
is good rapport between you and your trainees.

12. RegroupingMaking temporary changes in a group
can reduce friction among members.

13. RestructuringBe ready to abandon an activity, no
matter how appeali4 you may think it is, when it is
not being well.received by your trainees.

14. Limiting snace, equipment and toolsIf you see that
a piece of equipment or a tool may be distracting, you
may want to remove it from the instructionahetting.

.15. Permitted release§ometimes an individual' tiainee
may become frustrated or tense and need time away
from the classroom situation just to cool off. You can
do this indirectly, for example, by having the trainee
run all errand for you. Also, win may allow trainees to
remove themselves from the situationtake a
breakwhen they realize they're getting frustrated
and may be losing control.

When something occurs in the instructional setting that is
disruptive and clearly inappropriate, you must act promptly
to control, defuse a manage the situation. You are advised
to consider, plan and use one or more of the techniques
described earlier for most situitions. From experience,
certain actions by instructors have been demonstrated to be
useful in curbing and eliminating inappropriate behavior.
These actions are:

1. Do not harp or dwell on the mistake, problem or
inappropriate behavior. Tyo much attention seryes to
reinforce the negative behavior while obscuring the
desired behavior. Farther, the more attention given to
the inaPpropriate behavior, the longer the disruption
of learning activity.
Even though you must not ciWell on the problem or
inappropriate behavior, you do need to note the
problem and to point it out very specifically, both to
the offender-and to other apprentices Who may be
affected. In your efforts to identify the problem, you
must carefully and specifically point out: (a) the
offender; (b) the offense; and (c) the more appro,

2.
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pnate behavior or alternative. Speufkity and clarity
are the keys. Further, by pointing out the appropriate
behavior as well as the problegn, you help to establish

pusitne outlook and decrease the inappropriate
behavior of others.

3. In specifying the offense and the, desired behavior,
make some mention uf the task that was supposedly
being performed, the consequences of both inappro-
pnate and appropriate behavior in that situation and
in a larger sense. You mUst make the apprentices
aware that they earn the consequences of their
actions. Your behavior, like that of an employer, is
not arbitrary in regard to offenses, but rather is
carefully considered, calculated and consistent. In
general, if you link the offense and the task and if you
try to match the offense and the consequence, you
will decrease frequency and magnitude of inapPro-
priate behavior.

Dealing with Defiant Trainees
in an Instructional Setting

Sometimes related subjects instruction seems very similar
to formal schooling to apprentices; some apprentices have
had bad experiences with prior formal schooling. Occasion-
ally these two-factors interact to deate a situation in which
one or more apprentices may be unenthusiastic Or even
defiant in regard to relateitsubjects instruction. This situa-
tion leaves you as the instructor in an awkward position.
The sponsor expetts you'..'to provide training in certain
subjects in a related instruction setting that might resemble
a school, while the apprentice expects the training to be
highly job -specific and more like work than school.further,
frequently the subject matter and materials are such that
they can best be taught in a traditional schooltype setting:

GiVen these facts, several ideas are offered as procedUres
for dealing with defiant learners. As4ou read the sugges-
tions and use them in your instructio&l setting, remember
triat in most cases of defiant behavior, you are not the target
of the learner's hostility in any personal way. You merely

4are convenient and perhaps a reminder of some prior
uncomfortable experience. The suggestions for dealing with
the problem behaviors are;

1. If the disturbance is an outburst that you can ignore,
do so the first time that it occurs.

2. If the offense recurs or if you .cannot ignore the
behavior, isolate the learner as quickly as possible.
Return other apprentices to their work

. After ensuring that other apprentices are working
-effectively, turn your attention to the offender in
private.Remember to focus on offender, offense,

appropriate behavior and consequences. Respond
calmly and firmly.

4. If the inappropriate behavior is stopped, return the
apprentice to the instructional setting. Continue your
instructional efforts as if nothing had happened. If
necessary, discuss the problem with the group of
apprentices. If not, assume the problem Was an isolated
incident.

5. At another time, talk with the offending apprentice to,,
determine and resolve the cause of the behavior.

6. If problems persist, consider an approach that is
exactly the opposite as the response that might be
expected. In fact, best re,sults occur c;.theryou instruct
the learner not to change frOm the inappropriate
behavior. Often persons exhaust themselves trying to
do exactly what they have been doing and slip toward
the desired behavior.

7. Most frequently, inappropriate or disruptive behavior
occurs either from not understanding rules/directions/
instructions or from frustration about something. Iri
the latter instance you maybe able to help by assisting
the student with problem-solving. Consider several
steps in the problem-solving process. First, identifythe
problem behavior by focusing on "what" 'as well as
"why." Once the behavior has been identified and
noted, ask the learner to evaluate the effectiveness of
the behavior in regard to ihe task at hand. Next assist
the apprentice to suggest more appropriate action or
behavior. Secure an oral Or written commitment from
that apprentice for the suggestions. lastly, /accept no
excuse for continued inappropriate behavior; follow
through on the agreed consequences. These steps are .
'discussed more fully in the next section.

Problem Solving*

Problem solving, with apPfentice trainees is an effective
method for dealing with disruptive behavior or inadequate
performance in the classroom. However, because appreh
tices are adults, emphasis 'must be placed on mutual
problem solving between you the instructor and the trainee,
Through problem solving, apprentice trainees not only

The model for problem Solving presented here is adapted
from several approaches that have been used succgssfully.
These include the "Reality Therapy" approach develop(ci
Dr. William Glasser, a behavioral counseling approach

%formulated by Dr. Vernon Jones, and the technique of Life
Space Analysis presented by Drs Stanley A. rogen and
Leonard J. Guedalia. References for these sources are listed
at the end of the chapter.



become more responsible in their behavior, but they also
learn a strategy which they can use in future situations.-
There are six steps which you can follow to improve
problem solving. .

Step 1: Get Involved with Apprentice

The first step emphasizes, involvement. There must ,be
involvement between you as the instructor with the trainee.
`i Liu must be warm and personal and willing to get emotion
ally mvulved_with the trainee around the problem. just as
important i&the need fur the tramee to perceive you in this
way Otherwlse, there will be i-eluctance to engage in
problem solving. Not that it can't be overcome; it Just
makes starting the process mure difficult. Specific sugges-
tionscfor developing such a relationship are presented in
Modide *10 which cqncems issues related to communi
(-ming with apprentice trainees.,

Perceptions

,

Reaction/
Consequences Treated As An

Outsider By Others

ructor Is Critical of
ming Lack of

Independence,
Initiative

Handle Disruptive Behayior

;

Step 2. Develop an. Understanding of tbe Behavior

The next stop in the piocess focuses on specific be-
-haviors, and consideration of what ig contributing t&them.
An individual's behavior is affected by his feelings and
perceptions add also by reactions and consequences that
result from,that behavior. In a problem situatiOn, under.
standing of factors operating on the individual will help to
liefter clarify the.situation and identify possible avenues for

.resolution. One Way to understand behavior is to look at an
apprentice's perceptions of -a situation and his or her
feelings about it. Then look- at others' reactions to and
consequences of behavior and their effects on the appren
tice's feelings. For example, consider an apprentice who-is .
starting his training program at age 32, quite a few years
older than the average ages of apigentices in his tra8e His
feelings and perceptions an8 the consequences are analyzed
in Figure 3.

13 ,

Otheii :Serious
Avoid Him l About Work

Instructor's I May Not Fit -

Demands Are I In With Others
High

Little I Afraid of
-Support Failure

I

p.

Withdrawn, Stays
' To Himself, Little. :

Interaction With Others

Behavior/
Action

.sow

.A
Figure 3. Apprentice's Behavior

1 8
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In the ex,7ple, the apprentice may become more with
drawn over time as-this negative cycle continues. The more
he withdraws, the more he is avoided by other apprdnuces
and he may receive more cnticism from the instrutitor. This
could lead to his dropping .out of the training program,
exploding one day with a burst of pent-up hostility and
anger, or continuing to function below his capability.
Through discussion 'and counseling with the trainee, you
want to gather the information necessary to understand the
trainee's feelings and perceptions, related behavior, and
the environmental reactions and consequences. You also
want to make sure that the trainee- is gaining a better
understanding of these as well An important aspect of this.
step is to help the trainee see how his or her feelings affect
behavior, how his or her behavior may lead .to trouble or
bring negative reactions from others This reinforces the
trainee's perceptions (which may be wrong) and makes
her or his feelings worse, ,

Step 3: HO Apprentice EvaluatefWxtvior

Step three occurs after you and the trainee have been
- able to put together the Information needed to analyze the

behavior and develop an understanding of how things
relate to each other Once this underStanding is, there, the
trainee can be asked to evaluate the results of his or her
behavior. "Did this behavior-help you?'! "Did this behavior
help other people to understand you better?" The trainee

-must-make-a-value judgment at this point about his be-
haviOr. Be sure you.don't let them off the hook on this.
From this evaluation comes a recognition of a need to
change their behavior'and a commitment to do so.

Step 4: Help Appreptice Plan for Change

step four involves the development via plan of action or
strategy to resolve the conflict What can be done about a?
Three genral strategies are open to the trainee. (1) change
behavior, (2) change perceptions and feelings, or (3)
modify the environmental reactions and constquences. In
the earlier example, the Apprentice trainee could modify
his feelings about not fitting in and being afraid of failure.
He could focus on changing his behavior, Interacting more
with the other apprentice trainees and taking part in pro-
gram ativaies. Changes in environmental reactions and
consequences may include, more instructor encouragement
and less criticism An intervention plan could focus on one
,or more of these areas. A plan *may range from something
simple to something ,complex. It may involve only one
person (the trainee) or it may involve several. -The key
concept Within this step is that the trainee play a major role
in developing the plan. Your rule is to provide suggestions
or ask critical questions concerning the plan, but the plan

must be deyeluped and accepted by the trainee. The plan
may be informal or formal, verbal or written. A particular
type of a formal, wriften plan is a behatior c.ontract whiLh
specifies the behavior changes and consequences. The
behavior contract is degribed in detail in the next section.

Step5: Implement the Plan

Whether the plan is informal or formal, verbal or written,
it must be implemented if it is going to be of any value. The
trainee must have a commitment to the.plan. Responsibiliw
for implementing the plan restS with the trainee. You, as
the instructor, while being supportive, should not accept
any excuses if the plan fails. If the plan isn't working, then
you should emphasize that the plan may need to be re-
evakiated and modified, or another plan devised. Avoid
being punitive when examining an unsuccessful plan. Place
emphasis on the behavior and the trainee's responsibility.

Step 6: Evaluate tie Plan'\

Determine a specific time, place and' procedure for dis:
cussing and evaluating the resuks of the plan. Periodic
checks to see how the plan is working as well as a final
assessment and evaluation are impertant. Checkperiodically
on progress to support and reinforce the apprentice's efforts.
ourfinal assessment will show how well the implementa-
tion plan worked out.

Behavior Contracting

Contracting is a way of formalizing a plan of action to
deal with a problem behavior or situation. The contract
Involves at least two or more persons and indicates the-,
manner in vrhich one or more of the persons will behave in
a given situation. Some type of a reinforcement activity or
reward is contingent un the person or persons meeting the
terms of the contract. Contracts may be used to deal with
apprentices' academic or social behavior.

The major components included in a contract are.

1. The goal of the contract. This is usually based on the
reasons for developing the contract.

2. Specific behavior t,he trainee must demonstrate.
A. Reinforcement activities or rewards.
4. Time dimensionshow long the contract will be in

effect.
5. Monitoring responsibility, This usually involves the

instructor but should also involve the apprentice
trainee.

6. How and when the contract will be evaluated.

.13ehaviur contracts may be written in a variety of shapes
ana forms, as long as they include the six components



listed above. An exam.ple Of a written contract is presented
in Figure 4. Keep in mind that it is not necessary to always
have a written cod . cts are oftekappro-.

.priate, especially fur adults, and when the contract is based
on suual and self reinforcement. Since verbal agreements
are a more common occurrence in es eryday life, use such
agreements whenever possible.
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Establish and Use Procedures'
. for Removing Learners

Most registered programs have a formal standard pro-
cedure for removing an uncooperative or incompetent
apprentice frorn related subjects instruction as well as the
entire apprenticeship program. Review the process if it

Figure 4: Example of a Behavior Contract.

Name. Date-

Designed by

Problem Absenteeism, tardiness, missed assignments, incomplete assignments.

Behatioral Definition. mr. Junes has been in the apprentice program fur one and one half years. Oifer the past six months,
his performance in the related instruction classes has deteriorated. He has been absent from class on 10 occasions, marked
urdy on 12 other occasions, failed tu turn in. his work on four assignments, and has turned in 6 other assignnients which
were unacceptable because they were nut finished. The problems have become chronic, and unless there is significant
improvement, Mr. Jones may be terminated from the program. He has been placed on "probationaty status::

Gual. Robert C. Junes has decided that he wants to improve hi's performance and class attendance, over the next three
months (0 the point where he has nu more than twu tardies, n absenceS unless legitimately excuied, and at least a 90%
level of completion and submission of assignments. The appropriate behavior that he will exhibit-will include. .4

1. Regular class attendance
2. Being on time for class
3. Completing assignments
4. Submitting completed assignments when due

Monitoring Robert Jones and Mr: Cartwnght, the related subjects instructor, will meet every two weeks during the next
three months to review Robert's attendance record, reporting for class on time, and completed assignments.

Time. This contract will be in effect fur a period ofthree months; beginning August 1, 1982 and continuing to November 1,
1982.

Reinforcement. If Ruben Junes has perfect class attendance (except fur legitimately excused absences), is tardy no more
than 2 times, and completes and submits 90% or more of class assignments,, then Mr. Cartwright will write a letter to' the
company superviros and recommend that Mr. Junes' "probationary status" be removed and that he be reinstated fully in the
training program.

Evaluation. At the end of the three'rnonth period, on October 29, 1082, Mr. Cartwright will review 'the attendance records
and assignments completed by'r Mr. Jones to determine if he has met his behavioral goals.

I understand the purpose and provisions of this contract and inte4nd to perform in such a manner that the goals of this
.contract will be met.

Signed
Robert C. Jones

Signed
Doug CanWright

2 o
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exists that if you must use it, you do so exactly as
prescn ed. If no procedure exists, work in conjunction
with th sponsor to establish such a procedure It should
be WTI en ?ui as a series oT steps that must be follow ed
exactly when dismissing an apprentice Apprentices must
be in rrned. of the, process. Among .the elements you
shout consider in developing a dismissal procedure are
the following.

1 What behaviors or offenses, or combinations thereof
are sufficient for dismissal? These can be writteri as
rules and might include such items as attendance
speuficanons, competence te% els,, and limits to dis
ruptne, abusive 1yr conflicting behavior. The rules
must suggest the seriousness of vanous offenses as
well as the cumulative nature of the items.
Hini' are serious offenses to be reported and corn
piled, There gaist be some standard way of noting,
compiling and reporting inappropnate behaviors that
are included in the dismissal category. Perhaps you
will send a letter to the sponsor or perhapS you will
note the problem on a form placed in the apprentice's
file and signed by the apptrentice.

43. How will te sponsor anallie apprentice be informed
about the existence of the Troblem? Will a letter,
conference or hearing be use to inform all parties of
the problem? .

'4 By whom, how and when will 4he charge of. the
offense and the evidence be' reviewed? Perhaps a
panel of journeymen, the employer, or the sponsor.
will hear the charges and deude on the issue of
dismissal. You also must indicate'tIi time frame
during which the review process will occur and pro-
cedures to be used in the review.

5. How will the decision be rendered, when and by
whom, The procedure must explain each of the
factors.

6. How can an appeal be registered, evaluated and
decided upon? If an apprentice feels that he,"she has
been treated unjustly, the procedure must explain
how the apprentice can seek redress. It must specify
who will hear the request and the grounds or criteria
upon which such a -request will be decided. In
addition, the condition and procedure of reinstate-
ment must be noted.

A Reminder

Remember, the must effective control procedures 'are
preventive measures that you undertake to-anticipate and
eliminate situations in which problems. might arise. You
must anticipate what might go Wrong and prevent it from

happening. Usually, if you establish and explain rules
carefully, respond to situations with consistent, equitable
treatment, and create a productive work routine, you will
tend to eliminate situations before they become problems.

Example

Carl Lopez was a new related 'subjects instructor in a
building trades apprenticeshipprogram run by a group of
local emfiloyers. Related subjects were taught under
emplowr supervision at the laml area vocational technical
school. Lopez was hired about half way into the year's term
_to take over a situation with problems. Before Lopez was
hired, the related subjects program had been characterized
by absenteeism, conflict among groups of apprentices by
trade, and general refusal to do work. When Lopez took
over, he used many of the procedures outlined in this
Lhapter1s well as those noted in the previous chapter First,
for exounple, Lopez, in conjanction with the employer and
the apprentices, established a set of rules to govern behavior
in the related instruction setting. The rules were few, critical
and stated in positive terms. They emphasized appropriate.
betiavior. Rules 4re discussed, cIaiffied and forniallied.
Further, they were combined,with, a formal prócedure for
dismissal of Offending apprentices.

'Lopez also set up a mechanism called a "gripe box"
where appreTices could express concerns, complaints and
problems. Anotes weraddresged in class using problem
Solving, without mention'of which apprentice had registered'
the complaint. Within the nstructional setting, Lopez con
centrated on establishing a iroductive work routine He set
up 4 structured environment f expectations aboul amount
of work done, cut down onç1istractions, individualized
instruction and began to deal 'th offending apbrentices
one at a time outside the inst uctional setting. Taken
together, these procedures eliminaied many potential prob-
lems before they became class lisruptions. Only one
apprentice had to be dismissed, even the dismissal was
used as a learning experience for other apprentices. Within
two months, Lopez had no more major problems with the
class.

Additional Information

For more_informatign on dealing with inappropriate be-
havior, the following reference is suggested:

K.D. O'Leary and S.G. O'Leary. Classroom Afanagement
New York. Pergamon Press, Inc., 1972

Glassen, W. Schools W7thout Failure New York Harper &
Row, 1969



;
Fagen, S. A. and Guedalia, L J. Individual and Group

Counseling. A Competency-Based Manual for In'Seruke
Training Washington, D.C.: Psychoeducational Re-
sources, Inc., 1977

--,
-Self-Tesf Exercises

. ,.
1. List briefly at least three general ideas that can be used

to address behavioral problems in the instructional
setting.

-..

2. Outline the critical factors to be addressed in a general
response to problem behavior. .

,

-
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3. Read ihe following scenarios and suggest how you
would respond to each to establish control

a. An apprentice continually grumbles about all instruc-
tional activities in the class setting and rarely does
what is asked.

b. Many apprentices are easily distracted and seemingly
look for reasons not to complete their instrucitonal
tasks.

c. Several apprentices habitually use inappropriate
language.

d. Frequent absence and/or inattention to related
subjects is typical behavior of several apprentices.

4. In the second step of the problem solving procedures,
Develop an Understanding of the Behavior, there are
three major ai-eas that need to be clarified. Fill in the areas
which are described in a behavior analysis in the diagram
below:

2(1_,,

,

,

1
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5. A behavior contract may be verbal or written. Either.way
can' be effective provided that six major components are
included. Three of the six are listed below. Add the other
three.

a. The goal of the contract.

b

c. Reinforcement activities or rewards.

d

e.

f. How and when the contract will be evaluated.

J

-

,i

e

a 4,

,..

00



4. Appendix

Answers To Self-Test Exercises

2. SKILL: Formulate and Communkate Accgotable
Standards of Behavior and Maintain Control
in an Atmovbere 09nducive to Learning

1. Steps to prevent disruption:

a Determine types and limits of behavior
.b. Write out rules
c. Compile and present rules list
d. Enforce rules in consistent, equitable manner
e. Establish productive work routine
f. Establish forum for expressions of concern/feeling

2. Have you addressed these when considering setting
rules: conflict, property, anger, movement, dress, speak-
ing, response to directions, punctuality, and situations
where no rules exist?

3. Instructor behaviors in all of the scenarios are inappro-
priate. Reasons you should have listed are:

a. Inconsistent behavior
b. Fragmentation and distraction on breaking up work

routine
c. No way of transmitting rules to ensure that everyone

knew and understobd them

4. The purposes of each of the three types of class meet-
ings are:
a. Social-problem-solving: develop appropriate social

'behavior among trainees and problem-solving skills.
b. Open-ended: increase trainees' perceived relevance

of the related instruction.
c. Educational-diagnostic: evaluate whether or not the

teaching has been effective.
. -

5. 1. social-problem-solving: social behavior problem-
solving for individual and group behavior.

2. open-ended: interesting and stimulating discuSsions
related to the curriculum.

3. educational-diagnostic: evaluate effectiveness of
teaching.

6. a. True
b. False
c. True
d. False
e.. True

3. SKILL: Handle Disruptive Behavior and Conflict
Actively and Approptately

1. Approaches for addressing behaviorai problems:

a. Speak/act authoritatively
b. Provide structure
c. .Model
d. Do the unexpected
e. Problem-solving

2. The general response to problem behavior;

a. Do not dwell on problem or disrupt the routine
b. Identify precisely offender, offense and appropriate

behavior
c. Discuss consequence of inappropriate and appropri-

ate behavior for tasks at tiand

3. Suggested responses to behavioral problems:

a. Treat as defiant learner (dismiss from program even-
tually, if necessary)

b. Establish productive work routine
c. Do the unexpected
d. Establish and use dismissal procedures

4. a. Perceptions/Feelings
b. Behavior/Action
c. Enviornmental Reaction/Consequences

5.

4)

b. Specific behavior the trainee must demonstiate
d. Time dimensionshow long the contract will be in

effect.
e. Monitoeing responsibility.
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Posttest

Directions Read the following yuestions and write your
answers in the spaces provided Check your answers with
the suggested answers that follow the questions If you
answen at least 70 percent of the questions correctly, con
tinue your work in Module rr9 If you get less than 7096
correct, repeat the sections of this module with which you
had greiltest difficulty

I. Which of the following items is not a reason why you
must establish and use a set of rules?

a) Apprentices will have different understandings and
expectations for appropriate behavior and responses
in related instruction

b) There are rules m all settingswork, organizations,
class and so forth

c) The variety of apprentice backgrounds, customs,
values and traditions willlead to differing behavior

. din related ingtruction

d) Rules foi apprenticeship are standardized across in-
, dustiy and trades.

2 Read the following rule and point out its limitations.

tonçi9e to related subjects unprepared.

Problems a)

b)

3 When compiling and presenting rules, which of the
following items is the best idea for dealing with the
rules?

a) Distribute and discuss rules with each apprentice.

b) Compile items onto a list that you post and discuss
once, as related instruction begins.

c) DisCpss rules only when infractions occur.

d) Require apprentices to explain rules to new appren-
tices so you do not have to'do so.

Read each of the following scenarios and suggest either the
problems the Instructor is'experiencing in establishing and
explaining rules or recommended solutions, depending
upon which is required in the problem

4 Lee Wilson always seemed to have re ss trainees in
his related instruction 'class. Apprentice"Awressed dis-
satisfaction with the content even though Wilson worked

) to make it trade specific. Further, even though Wilson
tried to vary his methods of presentation ind useij pretty
good materials, the trainees often IStkMegypnfUSSd..
When a fellowrelated instructor observAlVilsyon's class
at Wilson's request, she notiCed ihe following clues to
the problem: (a) Wilson had rules for behavior that the
apprerxices understood and observed; (b) Wilson's class
usually dealt with three or four topics per sesSion;:(c)
Apprentices were encouraged to ask questions at any-
time, usually Wilson would sty what he was doing to
answer the question; and (d) topics in a single evening
often seemgcl unrelated; What do9'9 suppose was
Wilson's major problem? Suggest one strategy that.might.
help him overcome/he problem.

, .

AnsIver: a)
1.,b)

. 5 Andrea Gale, a related mirh instructor in a sheet metal
training program founpherself, befteg :ridiculecha
avoided by apprentices ft.week after she had dismissed

. James Hector from herf lass for Cheating. Gale was con-
fused by the. behaviot of the apprentices ,because her
class rules stated clelly that cheating was not allowed.
She knew that Hector and several other trainees had
cheated several Apes throughout the year. Recently, it
has become morc ohViods'arfd frequent so she made an
example of Hector;tVhatVould you say.had 'gone wrong
with Gales's regrib*?

Answir-
4

or J

,

6. Use of Llass meetings is a sound approach for increasing
involvement of, trainees and preventing the develop-
ment of behavior managemen05roblems. Identifying

' 'iche three types of class medinAs described in this
module and describe the primary purpose of each.

Class Meeting , Primai'y Purpose

1.

4tYit
2

3



Zoe..

'4
k

tC
7. 4,0 uf the following statemerawbout initiating and

rAaintaining class meetings is [rile?.

ci; 0,

a: Class meeAilgs.generally fake up the whole instruc-
11 - tional perioa, especially ilthe discussion gets heated.

b.. Meetings may be pld on an irregular basis, this lets
,...

trainees tieing up problems whenevr4they occur.
k.. Modehhgrespect fodhe trainees exAssion of per

Sonal flings and opinions should be done by the
instruytor

d. All co'f the above are true.
, t....

8: In general, waver ye
;to halt an'a correct to-i

4 ' staktional setting ghuuja contain three ite4fis. It should

, indiLate (a) who did s'omething, (b) whiiihey did that
was inappropriate and

A 1

pponse you make aia way,'
propnate behaaklor

12. Place a check beside each item that should be included
in a dismissalprocedure for removing apprentices from
related instruction.

' 'Appendix 21

11. Below are listed the suggested steps in problem solving
with apprentice trainees, but therare not in the correct
order. Place a number beside each steb to indicate the

(c)

9 Which of the following items usually is the least useful,
in the day-to-day operations of preventing behavidr;
problems in related instrUction?

a) Haying established procedure for removing un-
coo me apprentices

b) Treating apprentices in a consistent, equitable
'manner

c) Establishing and explaining rules carefully
d) Creating a productiye work routine

10. There are a number .of niqueg available to the in-
structor. that can retiu opneutralize potential problem
situations befortP,th beeome more senous. List three
of these techniques and describe briefly how you would
use therh.

. a)

b)

I.
4.

4

INO

allt

proper sequence.
.

44_4 :Have trainee evaluate their behavior and itsresults.
Become involved with the trainee. '_ Develop a plan of action (e.g behavior contract)_ Implement the plah of action._ Focus on specific behaviors and what contributes
to them (behavior analysis").
Evaluate whether or not the plan works.

a) Standardized procedure for compiling and reporting.
offenses

b) List of offensrand combination of offenses) that
; re sufficient for dismissal "

4' 6)'Intlic-4tidn of how parties involved will be informed
that a prdblem exists

d) Procedures for reviewing the charge and evidence
e) Notice of who will make the decision, *hen, and

with what faCtors in mind -,
,f) Indication of-procedure for appeal
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Answers To Posttest

1. d

2. (count as 2 items)
(a )uses a negative cOnstruction
(b)does not indicate desired behavior

3. a

4. (count as two items)

Problem: Wilson failed to,establish a productive work
routine. f-k got side-tracked, fahed to make
smooth transitioni, an did not relate informs-
don to prior learning.

Solution: Wilson should develop, discuss and follow a
schedule of activities for each class. .

5. ale had not enforced tile rules in an equitable or con-
sistent manner. Cheating had become commonplaGe
even though she had a rule prohibiting it. She had failed
to enforce the rules prior to the dismissal of Heetor
even though she had caught him and other apprentices
cheating in the past. Her behavior injured her credibility

- as an instructor with the apprentices. .

6. 1. social-problem-solving: deal with individual and
group social behavior; develop problem-solving
skills. -

open-ended: discuss interesting and siimulating
. .

questions related to the curriculum.
3. educational-diagnostic: evaluate effectiveness of

, teaching.

7. c; a. is not true because class meetings are generally
brief;

b. is false since it is recommended that meetings be
held on a regular basis.

4

8. A statement indicating what appropriate behavior was
expected

9. ' a

10. Fifteen specific techniques the, instructor can use to
reduce or neUtralize potential problem behaviors include

__the- following:

Prdr-ide structure
Speak and act

.authorituttvely
Model
Planned ignoring
Signal interference
Proximity control
Involvement in

interest relation-
ships

Humor

Hurdle help
Interpretation as inter-

ference
Direct appeal
Regrouping
Restructuring
Limiting space, equip-

ment, and tools
Permitted release

11. 3 Have trainee evaluate their behavior and its
results.

1 Become involved with the trainee..
4 Develop a plan df action (e.g., contingency

contract),
5 Implement the plan of action.
2 Focus on specific behaviors and what contri-

butes. to them (life space analysis)
Evaluate whether or not the plan works.

12. You should have checked items a, b, c, d, e, and f. (count
as two items ... 1 correct If you checked as many as 3; 2
correct if you checked all six).

6


